
Learn the PI 
Fundamentals and get 
trained in delivering PI’s 

Is your goal to sell and deliver PI’s TALENT 
OPTIMIZATION offering to your clients?  
You will be far better equipped to do this 
when you…
 » have a deep understanding of the 

meaning and implications of PI’s 
people data

 » become fluent in reading and 
interpreting the patterns

 » can articulate the value of Talent 
Optimization and can teach your 
clients how to fully apply HIRE  
and INSPIRE 

 » have a good grasp on nuances, 
exceptions, best practices and 
 creative applications.

Drive Results with 
Talent workshop

Partners-Only Open Workshop 
(POOW)

Six 2-hour virtual sessions delivered 
over two consecutive weeks

9am – 11am ET 
October 20, 21, 22 and 27, 28, 29

Class is limited to 12 participants*

This workshop covers Talent 
Optimization, as well as HIRE  
and INSPIRE

$700 per person ($500 for second 
attendee from same organization)

Simply send me an email with  
your commitment.  
Sue@BlaneyFacilitationServices.com

WHAT: 
 

DATES: 
 

DETAILS: 

NOTE:  

PRICE:  

REGISTRATION: 

BENEFITS TO PARTICIPANTS

 » Become fluent in the PI language so you can bring your expertise  
to your clients

 » Participating in this workshop will enable you to sell the PI offering 
more easily

 » The Partner-only focus will enable us to dive in deep and cover 
nuances that are important for PI experts to understand

COMMENTS FROM PREVIOUS 
POOW PARTICIPANTS

“This was truly a great way to 
learn how to engage our clients  
in Driving Results remotely.”

“Sue does a fantastic job with 
explaining and relating the 
information with stories and 
situations.”

“This gave me a great deal 
of confidence in delivering 
workshops to my client.”

“Sue’s mastery of PI material 
makes her an excellent trainer 
and resource for PI Partners.”



FAQ
Q: What is the difference between this offering  
and the Train-the-Trainer that PI offers periodically?

A: This POOW training is specifically targeted for Partners who 
are new to PI and/or preparing to deliver their first workshop, 
interested in developing fluency in PI and in experiencing the 
workshop firsthand. PI’s Train-the-Trainer is primarily targeted 
to experienced Partners who have already been through the 
Drive Results with Talent workshop and may be interested in 
becoming Certified trainers. Certification is required if you intend 
to become a Master Training Center (which is not available to you 
until you meet certain requirements, including being a Partner 
for a year and having several sales under your belt.) 

Q: What is the benefit of attending this training vs an MTC-run 
Open Workshop that is for clients?

A: Open workshops for clients are specifically designed to 
meet clients’ needs. Although Partners are sometimes allowed 
to sit in and observe, they don’t participate. The fee for the 
POOW is comparable to the fee to sit in on a client-facing open 
workshop, but this will be specifically targeted to partners so I 
can customize the commentary to meet your needs and you 
will fully participate. Additionally, our six 2-hour segments will 
allow me to not only demo the entire workshop, but expand on 
points, nuances, applications and exercises from which Partners 
will benefit. Additionally I provide additional materials, exercises 
and  special recommendations for Partners preparing to run 
workshops themselves. 

Q: Why do I have to pay for this?

A: While PI does offer online training resources, they are not 
offering live product training to new Partners; instead, they have 
sanctioned my Partners-Only Open Workshop offering for you. 
My training provides a solid foundation for partners who may 
wish, at a later date, to attend the Certified Trainer program that 
PI offers separately (and for which attending Drive Results with 
Talent is a prerequisite.). Making this investment in your learning 
will more quickly provide you with the knowledge, skills and 
confidence to effectively sell PI and train your clients. 

*NOTE: THIS IS A FIRST COME-FIRST SERVED OPPORTUNITY. I WILL RUN THE 
WORKSHOP IF THERE ARE AT LEAST SIX PARTICIPANTS; ENROLLMENT IS 
LIMITED TO 12 INDIVIDUALS.

ABOUT SUE BLANEY

Formerly a PI Consultant, 
Launch Manager, and PI’s 
Corporate Facilitator, I have 
been training PI clients  
and Partners since 2012.  
In the course of delivering  
well over 100 workshops  
and training over 1200 people,  
I have developed experience 
in a wide range of market 
segments. I do not pursue  
my own book of PI clients; 
rather I focus exclusively  
on training PI Partners  
and clients, and I look  
forward to working with you. 

blaneyfacilitationservices.com


